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Fraternities closing U. chapters
By Allison Halco

decision to close.
"Our international organization said that 15 members are
needed |for a chapter to remain
active], and we didn't feel that
we'd be able to obtain that many
members in the given amount of
time," |ohn U'ciejewski, Delta
Upsilon member, said.
"If you don't have any students,
you can't really be a student organization," Dr. Ron Binder,

CAMPUS NEWS REPOHISB

Two fraternities have closed
their chapters on campus, due
mainly to low membership.
Delta Upsilon and Phi Sigma
Kappa are no longer represented
at the University, as of the beginning of this semester. The two fraternities have experienced a
decline in membership over the
past few years, resulting in their

"For the sake of the American people,
Congress should change the law and give
law enforcement officials the same tools
they have to fight terror that they have to
fight other crime."
PRESIDENT GEORGE W. BUSH

Bush wants
expanded
Patriot Act
American fervor which arose
after the Sept. 11 attacks is beginning to wear off.
The AC1.U launched a backlash
against Bush's endorsement of
the "unnecessarily broad surveillance and domestic spying powers" and "anti-democratic security measures" granted in the bill,
according to a press release.
In launching the "Patriot II"
Act, President Bush has even put
himself at odds with some
Republican legislators who have
joined Democrats in an effort to
tone down part of the original
Patriot Act.
According to an Associated
Press wire story. I louse ludiciary
Committee chairman, lames
Sensenbrenncrlr. (R-Wis.)saidhe
has reservations about the new
subpoena powers the President is
seeking for anti-terrorism investigations.
However, a recent CNN/USA
Today/Gallup poll found that
only 22 percent of Americans
thought the administration had
gone "too far" in restricting civil
liberties. The poll also found that
two-thirds believe the government should not take anti-terrorism steps which violate civil liberties.
The President promoted the
new measures during the second
anniversary of the Sept. 11

WASHINGTON - On the second anniversary of the Sept. 11
attacks, President Bush rallied
Congress to implement new provisions to the Patriot Act, expanding power to the Justice
Department and other government agencies over individual citizens and suspected terrorists.
"The fatriot Act imposed
tough new penalties on terrorists
and those who support them. But
as the fight against terror progressed, we have found areas
where more help is required, "said
Bush.
These new provisions have
been voiced by Attorney General
lohn Ashcroft, who wants to pursue the death penalty in more terrorism-related cases, to hold suspects without bail and to remove
the grand jury from the steps
needed to issue a subpoena.
President Hush pressured
Congress to act quickly to pass
this legislation.
"For the sake of the American
people, Congress should change
the law and give law enforcement
officials the same tools they have
to fight terror that they have to
fight other crime," he said.
Many argue that it will be hard
to sell these proposals to
Congress. They argue the political
climate of the nation has changed
considerably since die passage of
the first Patriot Act, as the pro-
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Director of Greek Affairs, said.
last spring. Delta Upsilon had
six members and Phi Sigma
Kappa had 11. By the beginning of
this semester, Delta Upsilon's
membership had decreased to
three and Phi Sigma Kappa's to
two. The decline in membership
is partly the result of a large number of chapter members graduating, according to Leciejewski.
In addition to low membership.

IX'lta Upsilon was facing financial
problems.
"Some of the members had
outstanding dues they just couldn't pay," Leciejewski said.
"The groups haven't been very
successful over the last couple of
semesters," Binder said.
The decision to close the chapters was made by chapter members, local alumni and advisors
and Greek Affairs.

Although the University lost
two chapters, two new fraternity
chapters will be gained. As of this
year. Kappa Alpha Sigma and
Omega Sigma Phi will be represented on campus.
"Given the size of our Greek
community, you're going to have
groups coming and going."
Binder said.
Delta Upsilon and Phi Sigma
Kappa will probably be represent-

ed on campus again in the future,
according to Binder. In order to
reinstate the chapters, tin1 groups
wffl have to go through an evaluation by Greek Affairs, who will
dec i, ie if they are allowed back on
campus in a process thai could
take up to two ye.us.
"You never want to see a group
leave, but we know we "ill welcome them back In the future.'
Binder said

Intramural sports help
students get involved
By Kendra Uidemann
REPORTER

Getting involved on campus
can go beyond participating in
classes and joining academic
clubs. Intramural sports provide
a way to meet new people and
get away from the never-ending
studying.
"They are good for incoming
freshmen to meet people,"
Cramer said.
Along with meeting new people, intramural sports offer
stress relief from classes.
Although Cramer has not studied this himself, he cited another study when he said,
"People involved in recreational sports have better grade
point averages."
Katie Guldenschuh, junior,
played intramural sports to
have fun with her friends.
"Overall, it's a good time.
Usually the other teams are
pretty cool," Guldenschuh said.
"It's something fun to do besides
classes."
With over 22 intramural
sports to get involved with, diere
is a sport for almost everyone,
"There are a plethora of sports
offered throughout the entire
year," Cramer said. A few of the
sports offered for the fall semester are basketball, flag football,
innertubc water polo, ultimate
Frisbee and whiffleball.
Many new and different
sports are offered through the
intramural program, according
to Cramer. Curling is one example.
"Most of the people who play
intramural curling have never
played before," Cramer said.
Intramural sports have several weeks of regular season play.
Following that are single elimination tournaments. The winner of the tournament in each
sport wins a T-shirt.
"That's all they'U ever get and
we want to keep it that way,"

Tom Gun BG News

GOOD TIMES: Last night students were having a great time playing volleyball at Field House.
Cramer said. He added that fraternities and sororities keep
points, but they do that on their
own.
Anyone taking at least one
credit hour at the University can
participate in intramural sports.
The sports are also open to faculty and staff.
Anyone wishing to play on a
team can either sign up with a

full team or be registered as a
free agent and be put on a team.
Within each sport, a person
can participate on one male or
female team and one co-recreational team. Intramural sports
are free unless a team forfeits or
submits a late entry.
Contests are played once a
week,
Monday
through
Thursday, 5 p.m. through mid-

night. Play usually lasts for four
weeks with one week ol tournament play.
For more information, contact the intramural office
between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. in
room 130, Perry Field I louse or
call 372-2464. The intramural
office's
Web
site
is
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/imsc.

Armed man held college classroom hostage
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DYERSBURG, Tenn. - A
man with a gun and a knife
took college students and a
teacher hostage yesterday
afternoon, a state education
official said.
No injuries were immediately reported in the standoff at a
classroom of Dyersburg State
Community College.
Dyersburg Police Chief
Bobby Williamson told the

State Gazette newspaper that
he deployed his special
response team in an attempt
to start negotiations.
School president Karen
Bowyer called the state
Board of Regents office in
Nashville to report the standoff, regents spokeswoman
Mary Morgan said.
About 22 students were
enrolled in the class but
Bowyer told the Nashville offi-

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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"It's obviously very disturbing, very shocking,
but on the other hand, we're not completely
unprepared."
KEN TEUTSCH. MEDIA SPECIALIST

cials that there might be less
than a dozen in the classroom.
One faculty member also was
being held hostage, she said.
There were no reports of
shots being fired, Morgan said.

Bowyer told the Nashville
office that college officials
thought the gunman might be
a student but they didn't Know
what sparked (he incident
about 75 miles northeast of

SATURDAY

Few
Showers

High: 72'
Low; 49'
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Memphis.
Athletic Director Alan
Bamett said that authorities
cleared the campus of other
students.
"Police ordered all students to evacuate, but
employees could stay," Bamett
said in a telephone interview.
"We had students coming in
since it happened, but everyone is gone now."
Ken Teutsch, a media spe-

SUNDAY

Partly
Cloudy

High: 69'
Lew 43"

cialist at the campus Learning
Resource Center, said from his
office that he could see a couEle of police cars near the
uikling where the standoff
occurred.
"It's obviously very disturbing, very shocking, but on the
other hand, we're not comEletely unprepared. There
ave been training and drills
and that sort of thing," he said.

MONDAY

Mostly
Sunny

High: 73'
Low: 53'
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Students'loan rates remain steady
By Steve Giegerich
IB! •ssocmieo PRESS
The default rate on federally
backed college loans hit an alltime low during the 2001 fiscal
year, the Education Department
said Tuesday.
The department said only 5.4
percent of college graduates who
began making payments in fiscal
2001 defaulted oh their debt. In
the previous fiscal year, 5.9 percent of students with outstanding
loans defaulted.
Tuesday's
announcement
stands as something of a contrast
to two recently published reports
that indicate college debt is
resulting in long-term financial
problems for many Americans.

Even so, Education Department
officials heralded the 2001 results.
"Some of us have been around
long enough to remember when
we dreaded these announcements," said Sally Stroup, assistant secretary for post secondary
education, "that is no longer the
case."
The peak default rale, 22.4 percent in 1990, occurred before federal legislation curtailed student
loan abuse by beauty colleges,
truck driving academies and
other trade schools.
Department officials attributed the drop in defaults to
improved credit counseling,
more flexible repayment schedules and low interest rates.

While the 2001 findings do not
measure the consequences of
major tuition increases imposed
by many colleges and universities
over the past two years, Stroup
does not expect the tuition hikes
caused default rates to rise.
"You can only borrow so much
money regardless of where
tuition goes," Stroup said. "There
are limits that can control how
much people can borrow."
In addition to loan limits, Mary
Mowdy, the executive director of
the Oklahoma Guaranteed
Student Loan Program, said borrowing on an as-needed basis is
key to avoiding devastating postgraduation debt.
"lust because a financial aid

office says you can borrow 'X'
amount of dollars doesn't mean
you have to take those dollars,"
Mowdy said.
Using statistics from schools
and lenders, the Education
Department's default rate is
based on the number of students
who go 270 days without making
a payment during their first year
of repaying a student loan.
In 2001, 5.7 million students
obtained $39.7 billion in federally
backed loans.
A Cambridge Consumer Credit
Index survey issued eariier this
month found that outstanding
college debt hampered the ability
of 68 percent of graduates with
student loans to make major pur-

chases like homes or automobiles.
Jordan
Goodman,
a
spokesman for the index, said 22
percent of all Americans now
carry student loan debt, up from
18 percent from last year.
And a poll conducted by Harris
Interactive for Collegiate Funding
Services — an education finance
and debt management corporation — revealed that 55 percent of
college graduates are having
problems meeting their financial
goals because of student loan
debt.
An adjustment of career plans
is one way some graduates are
coping with the crunch.
"My budget is tight, very tight,"

said (ill Deutscher, a Chicago
high school teacher who said
loan debt played a role in her
decision to work summers and
accept a higher-paying position
in an urban school district, as
opposed to lesser salary in a
small town school system.
But while a $128-per-month
consolidated loan payment cuts
heavily into her living expenses,
Deutscher — a 2002 graduate of
Illinois State University — said
the $17,000 she'll repay over 10
years is worth every penny.
"Without my education, I
never would have been able to
do what I do," she said.

Patriot Act
Expansion

ROTC's 56th Anniversary

ACI. FROM PAGE 1

attacks, calling the nation to
action against future terrorists.
"We will not wait for further
attacks on innocent Americans.
The best way to protect the
American people is to stay on
the offensive," he said.
Student groups in universities
across the nation are rising up

against the implications of the
new Patriot Act.
"Expanding the Patriot Act is
simply expanding the shame our
president is bringing to this
nation by attacking our principles in liberty," said Timothy
Kaldas of Students for Peace anil
lustice
at The
George
Washington University.

Time Warner Inc.' s
board to drop AOL name
By SETH SUTEL
IKE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — AOL and Time
Warner got married at the height
of the Internet boom, and now
they seem ready to acknowledge
that it's time for a separation —
in name, at least.
On Thursday, AOL Time
Warner Inc.'s board will vote on a
proposal to drop "AOL" from the
company's name, according to a
source familiar with the matter
who spoke on condition of
anonymity.
Company spokeswoman Mia
Carbonnell declined to comment.
Dropping AOL would be an

Mike Mrtzjer BG News

CELEBRATION: From left Major Loveless, Cadet Steven LeForge, and Captain Hansen pose during ROTC's 56th anniversary at BGSU
celebration.

I believe sexual assault will not end until men become part ol the solution

September Specials!
234 S. College #UP: One bedroom unfurnished
upper apartment. Very clean and roomy. Large changing/
study room is a plus. Kitchen is spacious and storage in
basement. Off-street parking. Resident pays all utilities.
$375.00 per month.

MEN EDUCATING MEN

'9

222 S. College: Two bedroom unfurnished apartment. FREE GAS,
HEAT, WATER & SEWER. 1 1/2 blocks to campus.
$600 per month plus electric.
332 S. Main
(419) 352-5620
www.newloverealty.com

Rentals
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PREVENTION

dncor.net

Training will be held Friday, September 26th in the
Wellness Connection from 3:30 to 9:30pm.

a
Q

If interested, please contact Emily Disque at 372-0470 by
Wednesday, September 24th or stop by the Wellness
Connection in 170 Health Center to pick up an application.

— t know that trust between men and women is difficult in a world where sexual asssult exists.

THOMPSON

STUDENT UNION

419-728-0300 B6SU@pertoria.com

T
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Missed Recruitment this year?

Come meet the sisters of

Alpha Gamma Delta
Thursday, September 18 ~ 8-10 pm
Alpha Gam cruise ship deck party!
Monday, September 22 ~ 8-10 pm

Wild Wild West Hoe Down

25<t from every Chicken Strip Combo Meal purchased
bet\J en nowr,and 3/26/04 will be donated to
le Dance Marathon!

0>.sns

AIA AIA

Don't worry, you still have a chance to become GREEK!

Open 7 days a week

d\v?otf Sun-Thurs10am-2am

Miracles Network*
III alii
I •■!■■•'
taapllala '•' lliljiaa

of SEXUAL ASSAULT

CASO is looking for men to educate other men
about sexual asssault and other sexual offenses.

AfA
BOWIN

on the

%

234 1/2 S. College St. #DN: Two bedroom
unfurnished lower apartment. Separate front and back entrances.
Off-street parking and large yard. Storage in basement.
Resident pays all utilities. $375.00 per month for a 12 month lease.

NEW19VE

acknowledgment that the grand
hopes behind the merger of old
and new media giants have
failed.
Veterans from the Time
Warner side of the conglomerate
have long pressed for the name
change as problems mounted at
America Online, which used its
high-flying shares to buy Time
Warner at the height of the
Internet bubble in early 2000.
AOL Time Warner's stock has
plummeted since the merger
was announced, erasing some
$200 billion in value. Several key
architects of the deal have left
the company under pressure,
including top AOL executives.

Thursday, September 25 ~ 8-10 pm|
.Rainforest Cafe gathering

All proceeds from the Dance Marathon
will benefit Children's Miracle Network.

Where: ATA house (Conklin Qreek Unit) |
Bring your friends'.
\l \
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DANCE MARATHON ANNOUNCES 2004 THEME

CAMPUS

During their meeting in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom last
night, Dance Marathon announced that it will have a
I lollywood theme for 2004. Dance Marathon is an event
held every year to benefit the Children's Miracle Network.

get a i:f~
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rhe calendar of events is taken from
cvenls.bgsu.edu
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U. of M gets funds
for terror research
By Aymar lean
U-WIRE

8 .i.Mi. (i pin.

Student Glass An Inhibition
Presented bv the Student Glass
Club.
Student Union Galleries

I p.m.

11:30 a.m.-l:30 p.m.
Women's lacrosse Info. Table
Union lobby

9 .1.111. I. | Mil

DAO Poster Sale
Multipurpose Room
228 Union
10 .l.iu.

10 .i.in.

Rebuke the Nuke
Sponsored by Reach Out.
Union Oval

i p.m.

T.I. Solien
Dorothy Ulier Bryan Gallery
10 a.m. I p.m.
Through the Needle's Bye
Wiilard Wankelman Gallery
10 .i.iii i p.m.
Anime Club Promotion and
Infonnation Table
Union lobby
10 .i.in .' p.m.
IJ)SSA Info. Table
Sponsored by the latter Day
Saints Student Association.
Union lobby
10 a.m. _' p.m.

I jving life on Target
Connections Collegiate
Ministries will be handing out
info, about their organization.
Union Lobby
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Madden Tournament
Phi Beta Sigma will sponsor
this video game tournament.
Union Lobby

Noon
Partnerships for Community
Action Presentation Series
Making Authors: Inspiring and
Involving Children, Their
Teachers and Families with an
Author Visit PCA/C1TE Support
Grant Recipients present the
results of their program.
318 StudentUnion
Noon
"Ball fields, Bedrooms, and
Boardrooms:'' Critical
discussions on male gender
socializtion. This is the first of
several programs in a Men's
Issues Brown Bag Series.
320Saddlemire
Noon -4 p.m.
Obsidian Fundraiser
The Obsidian will be accepting
donations to fund die
I ii oili ii inn of their newspaper.
Education Building Steps
Noon -5 p.m.
Real Life Info. Table
Union lobby

ANN ARBOR, Mich.-The
Biology Department conducts
research on anthrax. A social
research group measures society's response to a threat. A professor in public health works to
4 p.m.
improve disease detection.
Women's Dissertation Writing
Under the University of
Group
Michigan's
Bioterrorism
An interdisciplinary group
Preparedness Initiative, research
open to any woman in the
in these varied areas comes
writing process of her program, together to increase Michigan's
whether at the
level of preparedness.
preliminary/comprehensive
The University will receive a
exam stage or the
$7.5 million portion of $350 mildissertation/thesis stage.
lion in federal grants to support
107 Hanna Hall
research and training in bioterrorism. The appropriation of the
7 p.m.
funds is part of a national plan to
Pub Programming
increase regional preparation
Board Games
against and prevention of biologBlack Swamp Pub
ical threats.
The money will be distributed
7-9 p.m.
throughout the University to supBlack Student Union General
port research and training proBody Meeting
grams related to issues in bioterMcMaster Room. 308 Union
rorism.
Schools such as the School of
7-8:30 p.m.
Public Health and thelnstitutefor
I lot Topics Discussion
Social Research conduct studies
Sponsored by Bowen
in science, medicine, social work
Thompson Student Union
and welfare independent of one
Programs.
another. The University last year
Diluting Family Lounge, Union created the bioterrorism initiative
to collaborate these research
8:30 p.m.
(hltdoor Adventure Club
Informational Meeting
For more information, contact
Brian Cavins in Recreational
Sports at 372-2790.
374 Union
How to Get an Internship
Sponsored by Career Services.
Bowen-Thompson Student
Alumni Room, 316 Union

2:30 -3:30 p.m.

By Kara Kridler

THE CAMPUS BLOTTER

Officer injured two fingers in apprehending some suspects.
Complainant reported her parking
decal stolen from her car while it was
parked at the rec center.
Complainant reported having his
ATM card and BGSU ID stolen from his
wallet He called back later to advise
he found the missing items in his
room

An ill student was transported by
ambulance to Wood County Hospital
University Police are investigating
an accident that recured in Lot A.
Sara Edwards, Dublin. Ohio, was
issued a citation for disoberying a
traffic control device. Court date
9/22/03 at LOO p.m.
A student was transported by
amubulance to Wood County Hospital
after she hit her head on a dresser

were none injured.
Daniel Welch Jr.. Fairiawn, Ohio,
was cited for disobeying a traffic
control device Court date: 9/22/03 at
LOO p.m.
Frank Shoults. ML Gilead. Ohio,
larod Osborne. Portage. Ohio, Nicholas
Augustine, Pamesville. Ohio, and Jesse
Koemgbauer. Bowling Green. Ohio,
were cited for unauthorized use and
obstructing official business. Court
date 9/24/03 at lOOOa.m.

Complainant reported that a vehicle
struck her car in the Bowen Thompson
North Lot and then continued on and
struck a van in the same lot There

Ajr

NOW

HIRING

As the school year begins,
AmeriCorps volunteers begin
their assignments. However, due
to the drastic funding cutbacks
earlier this year, thousands of volunteers will not be reporting to
their first day on the job.
In
June.
AmeriCorps
announced that it would be
downsizing its largest section of
volunteers. By the end of July, the
news got worse for many
AmeriCorps programs: The
House of Representatives denied
the program $100 million. The
Washington Post reported that
without dial money, more than
20,000 of its 50,000 volunteer
positions would not be filled.
Peter Rumsey Jr., director of
I labitat
for
Humanity

H»* *6>»t

Concession Stands
Catenng

DINING SERVICES HAS

MANY THINGS TO OFFER OUR STUDENT EMPLOYEES:
Flexible hours lo fit around class schedules
One ol the highesl starting wages lor students on campus
Opportunities lor advancemeni and longevity pay increases
Si000 scholarships - last year five were awarded lo student employees
The chance lo meet people and become a part of the campus community

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR
TO APPLY FOR A POSITION CONTACT ANY DINING CENTER OR
APPLYONLINE: HUP WWW BGSU EDU/OFFICES/SAOININ&EMPLOYHTML

♦ Common!
♦ Founders
♦ McDonald
♦ QilHy

372 2563
372 2781
372.2771
372 2768

udscObgnal bgsu adu
udsfajbgnal bgsu Hu
udeimVbgnet bgsu adu
udag«bgnal bgsu adu

V

♦ Kiaischef
372 2825
« Sludam Union
372 2641
♦ Athiettc Concessions 372 2597
. C.lonng
372 7505

uds-.®bgnal bgsu adu
udsuObgnal bgsu ecu
udsac@bgnel»gauaou
udsu@bg.no1 bgsu adu

year based on its success in 2002.
Instead, the program dropped to
10 slots.
Virginia had a similar experience. Awarded 22 slots last year,
the Virginia program only
received 10 for this year.
"The fixed cost of running an
AmeriCorps program does not
change from 10 to 20 members,"
Rumsey said. "As you reduce
from 22 to 10, the fixed cost stays
the same, but your cost to the
affiliate goes up dramatically."
The affiliate, in this instance, is
the locally organized, independent non-profit organization that
is associated with Habitat for
Humanity International, Rumsey
said.

_

o^nsi Vanilla and

aw
mwmF

BGSU STUDENTS TO WORK IN THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:
Convenience Stores
Snack Bar

International North Carolina,
said that the cutbacks have made
it very difficult to plan and prepare in many cities. "The rug got
pulled out from under us."
Rumsey said. "We didn't even get
clarity of when we would start the
programs until carry August."
In North Carolina, Rumsey's
programs were granted a total of
55 positions "There is a need and
demand for 75 (positions).
Initially, we submitted a request
for 75 AmeriCorps volunteers,"
he said. "As the financial crisis
emerged, it became clear that this
was not the time to ask for an
increase."
Rumsey said that cutbacks
have affected other states more
dramatically. In South Carolina,
the program had 15 slots last year
and was hoping to grow to 21 this

Do yOtrttfce-Varrltta? 1« tpufi «».,«j<
Do you like Pepsi Vanilla and Vanilla Pudding? T»» X»»j
Do youtrke eariy 90'o rop musician Van...71,.'

LOOKING FOR A JOB?
DINING SERVICES IS NOW HIRING
Campus Dining Centers
Restaurant

port research in hioterrorisin and
to provide a central resource if
there is an attack." Bilker said.
Throughout the University
departments can work directly
with the issue of bioterrorism,
conducting research on anthrax,
for instance, Monto said. Other
programs evaluate government
policy and measuring threat
response levels. The School of
Public Health is working to
improve Michigan's detection
system so health officials can
accurately identify a potential
threat.
Jenifer Martin, the Initiative s
administrator, said the initiative
has an advisory committee made
up of deans and faculty from
throughout the University.
"We work to link the
University's research capabilities
with federal and state demands
to prepare for and prevent bioterrorism in a post-9/11 world,"
Martin said.
Biological research involves
developing countermeasures
such as drugs and decontami
nants so that the state's health
infrastructure can more effectively respond to a healdi crisis
Administrators noted that
bioterrorism prevention involves
both man-made and natural
threals.

AmeriCorps struggling as
new school year begins
KNIGHr RIDDED NEWSPAPERS

Tuesday, September 16
A custodian found a purse in a conference room in the Union The officer
brought it to the station It was picked
up by the owner and everything was
intact.

interests, organize statewide
training and write grant proposals.
"The initiative is basically a
cross-campus initiative in
research and training bringing
people together to develop their
own research and align it with the
initiative," said I'uhlu Health
Prof. Arnold Monto, director of
the initiative. "Our job is to try to
take advantage of the strengths of
the University's resources and to
try and gel funding."
The National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases
distributed the funds among
eight Regional Centers of
Excellence for Biodefense and
Emerging Infectious Diseases
Research IRCE), which then
channel the money to various
institutions for research and
training. The Midwestern RCE
received $35 million and will
administer those funds to 14
institutions, including the
University of Chicago and
Northwestern University. The
University of Michigan received
$7.5 million, said lames Baker, the
initiative's director of research,
who lobbied for the University,
"The initiative is a means
through NIAID to ensure that
there is regional expertise in
bioterrorism. They want to sup-

DINING SERVICES

September 10th - 24th 2003
Buy a Pepsi Vanilla or Diet Pepsi Vanilla at
participating dining centers and get entered to
win a chance to take the pudding plunge to win
one of four XBoxes, or one of eight other prizes.
• See posted official rules for the ... er, posted official rules But the rules are all fine print, and almost no one reads the fine print.
In fact I'm pretty supersne you're reading this much. I*you dont have anything better to do might I suggest gong out there and
buying a refreshing Pepsi Vanilla, so that you can be entered to win I thought so. San Dimas High School Football Rules!

.....-•_-.-.....
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OPINION

"It is a living hell."
Scarborough, England, resident |OE WRIGHT, on hitting his neighbors with a
noise-abatement order for playing Celine Dion hits on their electric piano.

MTV has lost journalistic integrity
I'Wire
I.SIVY
U-WirelSlIXY

/

The inception of "Total
Request 1 jve" marked the beginning of the end. "lesse Camp"
came soon thereafter. And it
wasn't long after that that we
were force-fed the soft-core triviality of "Undressed," the inane
melodrama of "Sorority Life,"
and the irritating absurdity of
lessica Simpson and Nick
Lachey's, "Newiyweds."
For each of the aforemen tioned reasons. MTV has quickly
chided away any and all of the
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journalistic integrity the network
was once lauded for. Award winning documentaries like "Sex in
the '90s" and "Off the Record
with Serena" took a quick backseat to the slew of new reality
shows like "Made" and
"Taildaters" that make our generation appear vapid and no deeper than a dinner-plate.
MTV' is trying to hold on fast to
their reputation for edgy, hardhitting news with so-called documentaries like "True life" and

"The Real World" — documentaries that distort and exploit
their subjects and viewers alike,
cutting and editing the reality
they are meant to display.
What the network doesn't
include in the broadcast of these
shows are the instances of cameramen instigating arguments
and antagonizing cast members
in order to tell the story the producers preconceived in directorial meetings and advertising
deals.

IS TO THE EDITOR,

ACLUtotest
free speech at
University
As a registered student organization, we, the University chapter
of the American Civil Liberties
Union, are delighted that recent
events (i.e. the chalking incident)
have initiated dialogue about the
nature and definition of hate
speech. While we encourage further discussion on the topic, we
think recent events bring to light
another concern: the University's
policies on free speech.
According to the Student
Organization Resource Manual.
"It is a given that the university,
in its entirety, is considered to be
an environment of free speech,
the free expression of ideas and
thoughts, and the free exchange
of opinion occurs throughout the
campus proper." That is, it
seems, so long as you have the
appropriate associations.
Multiple policies do not permit
individuals to express themselves
in the mediums that certain
campus elite are permitted to
use. For instance, chalking is limited to registered student organizations and University departments for the purpose of advertising campus events. Similarly,
the posting of flyers in the student union is limited to registered student organizations and
university departments.
It seems odd that individuals,
unregistered student organizations, departments and registered student organizations, are
not permitted the same mediums to express themselves, not
because of the content of the
speech, but because of the
speech's source. Such limitations
would not be permissible if
placed on a racial or ethnic
group or a political party. So why
should these limitations be tolerated by students who have an
equal freedom under the constitution?
Another curiosity concerning
free speech on campus is the
designated free speech area, the
existence of which seems to be at
odds with the University's free
speech policy. The space is outside of the Union and "is designated by a sign and is available to
all those desiring to express free
speech and thought" without
official pre-requested registration

or permit. This seems to be a
contradiction. Why would an
environment of free speech such
as the University need to designate an area for free expression?
To test the University's policy
on free speech, look for us reading banned books Monday,
September 20 through Thursday,
September 26 from noon-4 p.m.
in the Business Administration
Building Mall. Ifwearenot
there, we have been forced to
relocate Banned Books Week to
the "free speech area." If you feel
the University's speech policies
don't allow for much freedom of
expression, please sign the petition available during Banned
Books Week. We will submit the
signatures, including the ACLUs
suggested revisions of current
policies, to the Undergraduate
Student Government and appropriate university authorities.
Like lames Madison, we
"believe there are more instances
of the abridgement of the freedom of speech of the people by
gradual and silent encroachments of those in power than by
violent and sudden usurpations"
To prevent encroachments on
your freedom of speech and
other civil liberties we invite you
to attend one of our meetings
held every Monday at 9 p.m. in
105 BA or contact us at
aclu_of_bgsu@yahoo.com.

CHUCK CURRY
ACLU PRESIDENT,
BGSU CHAPTER

Support the
Falcons this
Saturday
During the week of the biggest
Falcon football game in years, I
am noticing a very disturbing
trend. People on our own campus are cheering for Ohio State to
beat Bowling Green. The logic
behind the whole thing: why
cheer for a team that has a Lions'
chance in Lambcau of winning?
What I want to know is what
happened to rooting for the
underdog? What made cheering
for the David rather than Goliath
uncool?
Bowling Green does not have
that bad of a team. I'd be willing
to bet that Bowling Green is better than the San Diego State

team that Ohio State barely beat.
We have one of the top quarterbacks in the nation in losh Harris
and a pretty good defense that
shut down Purdue.
Even if you hate cheering for
the underdog, why not cheer for
Bowling Green, because you go
to school here. I'm sure you
would love to be a Buckeye, but
for whatever reason, you chose
to be a Falcon.
Sure, going to a school with a
storied football program is
appealing to anyone. Why would
anybody not want to go to a
school where on Saturdays the
people pack the stadium to the
brim? But, why can't we have that
here? Sure, we're a Mid American
Conference school and we don't
get the recognition nationally
that we deserve. But doesn't the
team that represents your school
deserve some support? They
deserve it more than ever during
one of the biggest games in this
school's history.
Another thing I keep hearing
people say is the Buckeyes are
the team they've cheered for all
their lives, so how could they
possibly cheer for the Falcons?
This is a good argument, but still
a very shallow one.
Bill Parcells went back to New
York, where he began his coaching career Monday night. Parcells
is now the coach of the Dallas
Cowboys, and as far as I could
tell he did not cheer for the
Giants just because he got his
start there. He was trying to get a
win for the team that he is now
affiliated with.
I could use the same analogy
for any player or coach that goes
back to where they started. They
want a victory for their new affiliation. This rule should apply
here. I'm not saying you should
stop cheering for Ohio State altogether, but for one game you
should put that all aside and support your school's team.
Basically, I hope to see Bowling
Green students down in
Columbus for the game. This
could be the game to finally
prove that we don't have the
worst fans in college football.
But, depending on how many of
you actually cheer for the
Buckeyes, we could prove that
we do. Start cheering for your
school because, after all, it is your
school.

MATT SPRYSZAK
STUDENT

Do you have an opinion that you would like to share? Send them to

thenews@bgnews.com

V

Just ask Kevin Sheehan, one of
four high school seniors handpicked to have an MTV production staff document the last of
his pre-collegiatc days. During
an interview, Sheehan cited several instances in which his words
were cut and pasted into a dialogue crafted to incite drama
where drama didn't originally
exist.
Perhaps it is just the nature of
the beast. Maybe the reality of it
is that reality itself is boring and

doesn't produce the sort of ratings that sell soft drinks.
But what offends us most
deeply as a news organization is
the way in which MTV goes to
great lengths to skew truths and
falsify facts in order to make a
story compelling. It's the most
basic ethical principle of journalism. It's the reason jayson Blair
lost his job at The New York
Times: You just don't make stuff
up.
It's unfortunate that our peer

#

group of 80's babies has been
deemed the "MTV generation."
Are we a generation of liars?
Our bottom line: watch MTV
as entertainment. Take it at face
value and with a grain of Pipe
Dream-issued salt. Don't buy
into the network as being your
up-to-the-minute source for
true-to-life accounts of people
(who really arent) just like you.
For the good of our generation,
pay attention to the man behind
the curtain.

Republicans expect an
PEOPLE
ON THE STREET apology for vandalism
What inanimate
object represents you?

AT ISSUE: A double standard emerged from recent chalkings.

EVAN
MANROW
Opinion Columnist

CHRIS GLAUSER
FRESHMAN, VCT

"A wall. It stands
strong."

IAN DODGE
SOPHOMORE,
CRIMINAL JUSTINCE

n
"Shelby GT 500.1 just
bought the poster."

BRETT YACOVEUA
SENIOR, VCT

"A vacuum. I suck."

LYNSEY GRIFFIN
SENIOR, EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

"The two karat ring
that Deshaun is going
to get me."

While the topic is still hatred,
I think I might throw in my two
cents on last week's chalking
debacle.
An interesting double standard emerges, but not a new
one. when reading the editorials
of the alleged chalkers and that
of Sarah Kaminski, the president of the College Democrats.
Being involved in the
Democrat's loyal opposition, I
like to compare the actions of
the left to what I would do in a
similar situation. This week 1
have a unique opportunity: bad
things chalked about liberals,
bad things chalked about conservatives.
Andy Jones, Flizabeth
Andriacco and Kiran Khan cowrote in an editorial in The BG
News Monday, "Phrases like T
don't hate Republicans like they
hate me...' seemed to be a little
more ambiguous than 'Hate
Liberals? So do we!'" More
ambiguous, yes, but only to the
extent required to hide intent.
You see, liberals like these
always seem to have the same
hatred of conservatives that
they decry of other groups.
Inherent in that hypocrisy is
the great double-standard of the
far left on campus: hatred is
always bad, unless it's directed
towards the Republicans. That's
why, when the University suspected the Republicans were
behind the chalkings and signs,
a hearing was held to discuss
the status of the organization.
So far as we know now, no
action will be taken against the
three admitted chalkers Go figure
Do you think I'm overreacting? The aforementioned individuals, as well as others
responsible for signs posted
bearing the College Republicans
logo and name, went so far as to
violate University advertising
policy, Ohio defamation laws
and United States trademark
laws to silence an organization
that, at worst, was trying to
catch the attention of the hypothetical passer-by. It may have
been a side-note in The BG
News Monday that the College
Republicans, throughout this
ordeal, have never once acted

outside the bounds of
University policy or law; even if
they arc responsible for writing
"Hate liberals? So do we."
The campus ACLU is trying
to defend the chalkers rights to
freedom of speech, when the
only group whose speech rights
seem to have been violated are
the College Republicans. The
law and University policy are
clear on this: lones, Andriacco,
and Khan are responsible for
vandalism. The Republicans are
responsible for advertising. Yet
the University, The BG News
and Sarah Kaminski would
rather focus on the "hatred" the
College Republicans feel for liberals on campus. 1 may not hate
liberals, but at least I'll allow you
to speak your piece in legal
forum.
Kaminski comes closer to the
sound of reason, noting that "it
was discouraging to see that
ignorance was countered with
ignorance." However, the rest of
her article is spent slamming
the Republicans for claiming
they're more patriotic than
Democrats. For those of you
unaware of this common liberal
quip, allow me to explain:
Democrats think it's unfair to
judge the relative patriotism of
political parties because under
such scrutiny it becomes glaringly obvious that liberals, as a
general rule, hate America
The reason you never hear
conservative attacks on liberal
patriotism go beyond the foul
cries like Kaminski s is because,
by and large, conservatives like
to avoid conflict. That's why
they're called "conservatives."
Now that conservatives are
starting to speak up about their
beliefs, the liberals on campus
are in a tizzy: "God forbid we let
these racist punks get their message out to the University;
they'll have the whole lot converted!" Republicans won't take
this damage sitting down for
long; while Jones, Andriacco
and Khan were big enough to
apologize for their actions
(albeit not to the College
Republicans,! nobody has yet
claimed responsibility for the
forged advertisements claiming
to be the College Republicans.
The Republicans are expecting a public apology and an
acceptance of responsibility for
those fraudulent ads, or else suit
will be brought for defamation
and trademark violation in a
court of law.

CARRIE WHITAKER, MANAGING EDITOR
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7,000 POUNDS OF CLEAN PIG

NATION

CINCINNATI (AP)—Sudsie should be the cleanest pig in Cincinnati.
The sculpture of a winged pig, weighing more than 7,000 pounds, was
carved out of the equivalent of 26,666 bars of Ivory soap. "People say it's
a dirty job, but somebody's got to do it," artist Bev Kirk said. Sudsie was
sculpted out of a 5-foot-by-5-foot-by-6-foot bar of Ivory soap and
intended as a way of honoring the soap making and pork business history of Cincinnati. Ivory is made by Cincinnati-based Procter &
Gamble.

10 Democrats
now in the race
By Ron Foumier

■HE «SS0CI«!(D PRESS

LITTLE ROCK— Retired Gen.
Wesley Dark enters a wide-open
presidential race with no experience in elective office and no
history on domestic policy. He
offers Democrats one thing they
crave: New hope of undercutting
President Bush's wartime popularity.
"The most important issue in
America today is our security at
home and abroad. And that's
what Americans seek,'' Clark said
as he prepared to announce his
candidacy at a boys and girls club
here yesterday. "I'm the best
among any of the prospective
candidates in terms of being able
to work for America's security."
Clark, 58, will become the 10th
candidate in a Democratic race
that is up for grabs, former
Vermont Gov. Howard Dean is
the front-runner, but a solid
majority of voters remain undecided and some party leaders
believe the current field has
under performed.
Asked on NBC's "Today" program Wednesday if he really was

maneuvering to be the vice presidential candidate on another
person's ticket, Clark replied,
"There's only one decision. That's
the decision I made for president."
"I don't think anybody's got the
same combination of skills and
experiences I have," Gark said.
With polls showing Bush vulnerable because of a weak economy and violence in Iraq, Clark's
late entry offers Democrats a
four-star answer to Bush's potential advantage on national security. Clark's resume is made to
order — a Rhodes scholar, first in
his 1966 class at West Point, White
House fellow and head of the U S.
Southern Command and NATO
commander during the 1999
campaign in Kosovo.
The retired general has never
held political office and he has
never been pressed to produce a
domestic agenda.
lust four months before the
first votes are cast, he has no formal organization in key states, little money and a patchwork staff
culled from the political organizations of former President

Clinton and former Vice
President Al Gore.
Yesterday's address gives Clark
a chance to highlight his support
of abortion rights, affirmative
action, better health care and tax
cuts for the middle class.
The latter position may put
him at odds with Dean and Rep.
Dick Gephardt of Missouri, rivals
who want to repeal Bush's tax
cuts including provisions that
favor middle class taxpayers.
The former general, a regular
on cable news shows, has been
critical of the Iraq war and Bush's
postwar efforts — positions that
would put him alongside
announced candidates Dean,
Sen. Bob Graham of Florida and
Rep. Dennis Kucinich of Ohio as
the most vocal anti-war candidates.
Clark has assembled a small
but potent team of political veterans who could open doors for a
political novice seeking a message, money and an organization.
Some met him for the first time
Tuesday as the new campaign
held its first strategy sessions

C:arek Sokolowski APPtioto

PRESIDENTIAL HOPEFUL General Wesley Clark, then the outgoing NATO commander, salutes during
a parade of Polish soldiers welcoming Clark to Warsaw in this April 21,2000 photo. The retired tour star
general shakes up the democratic party by announcing his decision to seek nomination for president.
The advisers said they were
developing an unconventional
strategy that would attempt to
capitalize on the Internet and
Clark's affinity for television to
build momentum nationwide.
He has not decided how hard to
campaign in traditional eariy battlegrounds such as Iowa, aides

NYSE chairman steps down
By Amy Baldwin
IHE tSSOCIAIED PRESS

Richard Drm. AP Pholo

NYSE SCANDAL Dick Grasso's $139.5 million in accrued benefits
and deferred compensation was the result of a concerted effort to
raise pay of all the Big Board's top managers.

NEW YORK—The New York
Stock Exchange board of directors met in emergency session
yesterday, and The Wall Street
journal reported that chairman
Dick Grasso had resigned amid
rising fury over his $139.5 million
pay package.
The meeting, a conference call
of directors that included chief
executives from Wall Street's
largest investment banks, began
shortly after the market closed.
During the discussion, Grasso
offered his resignation and the
board accepted, the lournal
reported on its Web site, citing
sources.
The resignation came a day
after, four major pension fund
leaders called for Grasso to step
down, condemning his payout as
inappropriate for a regulator.
Resentment over the multimillion dollar pay package was coming to a head on the exchange
floor, as well, as active seat holders planned to gather after the
market closed Sept. 11 to discuss
the issue with three directors who
are also NYSE members.
The NYSE revealed its top executive's pay for the first time last
month as it announced Grasso's
contract had been extended
through 2007. News that he
would receive a lump sum payment of $139.5 million in accrued
benefits and tax-deferred savings

sent jaws dropping across Wall
Street. The funds accumulated
over his 36-year career with the
exchange, mostly during his eight
years as chairman.
Grasso has insisted he did
nothing to influence his pay. At a
Sept. 9 news conference, when he
announced he would forgo
another $48 million promised to
him under his contract, he said
each year when informed of his
compensation he responded by
saying, "I'm blessed. Thank you."
Critics, from investor advocates
to politicians and traders, say the
lavish pay undermines the credibility of the exchange, a not-forprofit institution that is owned by
its members and also serves as a
regulatory watchdog.
Michael LaBranche, the head
of LaBranche & Co., one of the
NYSE's largest stock-trading specialist firms, had come out earlier
in the day in favor of a change.
"We are calling for Grasso's
immediate resignation in the
interest of the New York Stock
Exchange. We think Dick Grasso
has to leave now in order for die
exchange to move forward and
restore investor confidence in the
marketplace," he said.
Traders have reportedly circulated one or more petitions calling for a special meeting to discuss the situation. Many have
also been critical of the board for
approving the hefty pay package.

said, but they quickly concluded
that he can't catch up to his competitors through traditional
means; the rest of the field has
been in Iowa and New
Hamsphire for months.
Democrats in New I lampshire,
Iowa and other early voting states
did not close the door on a Clark

presidency, but said the compressed primary schedule hurts
late-starting candidates.
'While General Clark has
something to say, it's going to take
boots on the ground in Iowa to
make a difference," said Iowa
activist Joe Shannahan.

Jim Morrison (of the 60's rock ff, ~
group The Doors) was the first /A )

rock star to be arrested
on stage.
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DIVORCES HIT ALL-TIME HIGH IN JAPAN
TOKYO (API— Japan's divorce rale rase to a new record high last year,
reflecting an increasing number of middle-aged and older couples who
are parting ways, rhenumbei rjfdivorcesrosetbra 12th straight year in
2002. according (o recently released government statist its that provided
the latest confirmation that the Stigma long associated with breaking up
is fading In lapan. According to the nations 1 lealth. labor and Welfare
Ministry, a record 289336 couples divorced last year, up 1.4 percent
from the previous aH-dme high of 285,911 in 2001.

WORLD

Bin Laden indicted in Spain
By Maria lesus Prades
till
•»t s s
MADRID; Spain - Spain's
leading investigating judge
issued the fiist known indictment
against Osama bin Laden in the
Sept. 11 attacks yesterday, accusing al-Oaida ol using the country
as a base to plot the devastating
strikes on New York and
Washington.
Investigative
magistrate
Baltasar Gar/on indicted 35 people for terrorist activities ion
nectcd to bin Laden's al-Oaida
network. In a nearlv 700-page
document. Garzon wrote thai
Spain served "as a place oi base
for resting, preparation, indoctri
nating. support and financing" of
al-Qaida.
The indictment charged bin
laden and nine others with
membership in a terrorist organization and "as many crimes of
terrorist murder... as then' were
dead and injured" in the dead!)
Sept. 11 attacks.
Bin Laden, Who is believed to
be hiding in the mountains
between
Afghanistan
and
Pakistan, is under indictment in
the United Stales foi the 1998
bombings of the ii.s. embassies
iii Kenya and lanzania.and is the
object ol a manhunt by thousands of US-led coalition lumps
and Afghan forces,
lustice Department officials,
speaking on condition of
anonymity, said the U.S. government did not pi.iv a direct role in

the Spanish indictment. But the
officials did say that the United
States and its European allies
have been sharing vast amounts
of information on al-Qaida and
the investigation into the Sept. 11
attacks, Some ol that may have
been used to build the case in
Spain.
There are no indications that
U.S. prosecutors will seek an
indictment of bin laden in the
Sept. 11 attacks any time soon.
I ).S. officials believe they have the
legal tools necessary to arrest him
witli die existing Indictment in
the 1998 embassy bombings as
well as die Defense Departments
authority to detain enemy combatants.
(iar/on said terrorism is one of
the crimes included in Spain's
universal justice legislation,
under which some offerees, such
as crimes against humanity, can
lie tried here even if they were
committed elsewhere.
(iarzon, who is known for taking on high-profile cases and has

Spain also were indicted, but not
all will be jailed, according to the
document, which was obtained
by The Associated Press. Garzon
ratified jailing orders for 11
already in prison in Spain.
Three of the 10 suspects
accused of Sept. 11 involvement
are in Spain — two in jail and one
out on bail
Garzon also accused the suspects of belonging to a terrorist
group and other crimes, including weapons possession, tax
fraud and forgery.
Others on the indictment list
include
Ram/.i
Binalshibh,
another leader of the I lamburg,
Germany cell that helped plan
the Sept. II attacks. He was
arrested in Pakistan in September
2002 and is in U.S. custody.

Mohamcd Atta and Kamzi
Binalshibh" in northeast Spain in
July, he said.
Lmilio Viano, professor for
international criminal justice at
American
University
in
Washington, said Garzon's action
is not without risks.
"The danger is that so many
countries will want to try these
eases that what we'll have is ineffective piecemeal trials. But the
benefit is that we are beginning to
expand the reach of justice."
Viano said he believed this was
die first indictment of bin laden
in connection with the Sept. 11
anacks.
In the United States, bin laden
is charged in an indictment
returned by a grand jury in New
York stemming from the Aug. 7,
1998, bombings of the U.S.
embassies in
Kenya
and
Tanzania, that killed more than
200 people.
The only person charged in
connection with the Sept. 11
attacks in the United States is
Zacarias Moussaoui.
Gar/on has been leading the
investigation in Spain into
alleged members of al-Qaida and
other militant Islamic groups. He
had Chilean dictator Augusto
Pinochet arrested in london but
failed in 1999 to take him to court.
Britain ultimately freed the aged
former dictator on grounds he
was unfit to stand trial.

"They don't want to lock the target on a specifi*
person."
TINA GUSTAFSSON. POLICE SPOKESWOMAN

DNA testing,
used in Linah
murder case
By Karl Rttter
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

STOCKHOLM, Sweden —
Swedish police used DNA testing
in hopes of linking a 35-year-old
drifter now in custody to the slaying of Foreign Minister Anna
Lindh. But they said yesterday he
wasn't the only suspect and they
were seeking at least five more
Garzon said the indictments
people.
are not so much aimed at pulling
A week after Lindh, 46, was
bin 1 aden on trial in Spain as prefatally stabbed in her stomach,
venting him and others from
chest and arms in a crowded
escaping justice altogether if they
department store, police were
are caught.
under intense scrutiny, particu"When this happens, that will
larly because of complaints they
had not done enough since the
been accused of being hungry for be the time establish priority of
publicity, has used this law to try jurisdiction, (iar/on wrote, lie
1986 assassination of Prime
also said at least one Spaniard
to prosecute abuses under miliMinister Olof Palme, whose killer
was never found.
died in the attack on the World
tary rule in Chile and Argentina.
The list of :Ci indicted yesterday Trade (tenter.
The suspect, who was arrested
While
preparations
for
9-11
Tuesday night, was put under a
includes Tayssir Alouni. the Allu/ccra journalist arrested Sept. 8 attacks were being made in the
24-hour suicide watch at police
United States, Britain and
in Spain, and Imad I ildtn Barakat
headquarters in Stockholm and
Yarkas, who was accused of lead- Germany, the details were finalDNA samples were being tested.
ized in Spain. Gar/on said.
ing an al-Qaida cell in Spain and
Tore Olsson, of Sweden's national
"During the summer of 2001,
was arrested in Madrid in
forensic laboratory, said police
meetings take place and culmihad collected DNA from a cap
November 2001,
Six others believed to be in nate in the summit' between
and knife left at the scene of
Lindh's slaying.
Police also appealed for more
information from the public,
stressing the man in custody wasn't their only lead.
"They don't want to lock the
target on a specific person,"
police
spokeswoman
Tina
Gustafsson said. She added that
investigators were pursuing other
leads with "an open mind,"
including five other possible suspects. Police have not released the
details of a profile they developed
of the killer.
Some Swedes wondered if the
man in custody was really the
murderer. He had been found
eating at a restaurant outside
Stockholm, even after police
issued a warrant and national
alert for his arrest.
Bin Laden
Binalshibh
Yarkas
Alouni
"It feels like it's too simple, that
BGNe«
he was just sitting there," said
FIRST INDICTMENT: The first known indictment against Osama bin Laden and 35 others was issued yesterday by Spain's leading investi- Angelica Bjerring, a 21-year-old
gating judge. Others indicted included Imad Eddin Barakat Yarkas. accused of leading an al-Qaida cell in Spain. Ramzi Binalshibh, a
nurse who helped bandage Lindh
after she was stabbed.
leader ot the Hamburg. Germany cell that helped plan the Sept. 11 attacks, and Tayssir Alouni. an Al-Jazeera journalist.
Police released no details of

dieir interrogations with the suspect, who is Swedish, and said
results from DNA tests were
expected Thursday.
Lindh was stabbed as she
shopped at the Nordiska
Kompaniet department store.
Like most politicians, including
Palme, she did not use bodyguards He was shot to death as
he walked home from a movie
theater in 1986.
A memorial service for Undh
was scheduled for Friday, with
Secretary of State Colin Powell
and leaders from Britain, Finland,
Norway and Denmark attending.
To keep the suspect in custody,
prosecutors must file a detention
request by noon Friday. A detention hearing would then be
Saturday.
Police declined to say what the
man had told them after the
arrest in Solna, outside the
Swedish capital, citing secrecy
rules.
Swedish media, quoting police
sources, said the suspect had several prior convictions, including
illegal possession of a knife and
theft.
Lindh's death shocked the
country and cast a shadow over
Sunday's referendum to adopt
the euro, which voters rejected.
Lindh was a prominent supporter
of adopting the single European
currency, though authorities have
said the anack did not appear to
be politically motivated.
"Since police had pictures (of
the suspect), they're probably
right. If it is the guy in the pictures,
that is." Palme said.
Police said two other men were
taken in for questioning, but were
not considered suspects, adding
that family members of the suspect were also questioned.
Authorities had filed a nationwide alert for the killer, including
photos from the surveillance
camera at the department store
showing the suspected anacker
clad in a baseball cap and gray
Nike sweat shirt. Police also circulated photos to other countries.
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Time to
show BG
some
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Respect. Its not just an Aretha
Franklin song. It is what the
Falcons will be looking for this
weekend when they travel to
Columbus to face the defending
national champion Ohio State
Buckeyes.
The first slap in the face to the
Falcons comes in the form of the
ESPN/USA Today coaches poll.
God bless the coaches poll for
giving Bowling Green that extra
incentive coming into this weekend's game. It was the coaches
that decided that a 59 point
tramping of Liberty was just
enough to drop the Falcons three
places in their polls.
This is the type of insult that
would leave you sleeping with
the fishes next to Luca Brasi.
The second insult comes from
the other of the two polls, the
Associated Press poll.
While Bowling Green did
move up to 30th in their poll. I
must note the vaulting of a
Bowling Green victim, Purdue,
back to the top 25.
Thank you Associated Press
for the second of numerous slaps
to our lender Falcon faces, I'm
sure this one will leave us with a
bloody beak.
The third insult which will be
adressed comes from our televisions.
While Bowling Green was
away slaying a top 25 dragon two
weekends ago, where was the
television coverage? I was stuck
watching the sloppy football of
the defending national champs
as they struggled to pull out a victory against San Diego State.
The only group of people that
tend to respect the Falcons are
their opponents in this weekend's game.
After their overtime thriller
against North Carolina State,
Buckeyes coach |im Tressel
asked his defensive coordinators
if they had seen a quarterback as
good as NC State's Philip Rivers.
"Their response was, so far."
Tressel said. "But wait till you see
lash Harris'1
Tressel went so far as to compare Harris to NFL stars Dante
Culpepper and Steve McNair.
both of whom he has coached
against in college.
But Tressel was also quick to
note how dangerous Bowling
Green's defense could be against
the Buckeyes.
At least someone in college
football knows what is about to
happen.
The Associated Press doesn't
see it coming, the coaches don't
see it coming, but the Buckeyes
see it coming.
What is it? It is the respect that
Bowling Green has coming after
a thrilling victory in Columbus
this weekend.

Tressel not looking past BG
By Zach Baker
SPORTS EDITOR

While some in college football
may be downplaying Ohio
State's malchup against Bowling
Green on Saturday, Ohio State
coach Jim Tressel said he is not.
Tressel, who has seen his team
come away with close victories
over North Carolina State and
San Diego State, said he is not
taking the Falcons for granted,
especially given their performance against Purdue.
"Bowling Green did a great job
against Purdue." Tressel said.
"They made the plays they needed to make in a very hard fought
football game."
Tressel said he has been
impressed with the BG offense,
particularly quarterback Josh
I larris, who he said is a special
player.
"Everyone talks atxmt their
extraordinary offense, which is
very true," Tressel said. "Josh 1 larris
brings something to the game on
every play that you need to concern yourself with."
Tressel said that along with the
offense, Ohio State will need to be
concerned with oilier areasof BG's
team.
"I tliink the unsung hero of thai

football team is how good iheir
defense is," Tressel said. "They do a
great job against the run, they do a
great job not giving up big plays, so
they're an outstanding football
learn top to bottom."
Tressel was asked about the
Mid-American Conference, and
his impression on it this season.
Tressel said that the MAC has
shown 10 be a strong conference,
especially considering the high
profile wins of Northern Illinois
and BG this season, as well as others.
"You look al the conference and
what they have been able to do,"
Tressel said. "I don't think anyone
can question the MAC"
Tressel said that looking al BG's
recent success shows how strong
the MAC is.
"I've only watched what
Bowling Green has done, and
they're a dam good football team,"
Tressel said. "I think that they have
beaten most of the teams they
haw played oul-of-league in the
last four or five years."
Tressel said he wasn't sure if the
conference deserved more bowl
bids than it was getting
"That's up to the bowls," Tressel
said. "Sometimes in the bowl decision-making process, it isnl sim-

ply how good your learn is, sometimes ii comes down lo fanbases
and travel and some of those kinds
of things. Far be il from me to tell
the bowls what they should Ix.'
doing"
One of the major questions for
Ohio State so far this season has
been its lack of a running game. In
the three-overtime win over N.C
State, the Buckeyes only were able
to gain 73 yards on the ground,
and their leading rusher was quarterback Craig Krenzel, who ran for
37 yards.
"We're not anywhere near
where we have to get in our running game right now,"Tressel said.
'()bviously it's a concern because I
really think that if you're going to
be a championship caliber team,
you have to have a great run
game."
Tressel said the running game
is a group effort, and it's a job of
more than just the running
backs themselves.
"Whether it's what we're
designing as a staff or what our
guys up front are blocking, or
what we're not doing in the backfield," Tressel said. "We must get
better."

Terry Billiam AP Photo

RESPECTS BG: Ohio State head coach Jim Tressel answers questions last week. Tressel said that Bowling Green is a strong football
team.

MAC to meet
in Toledo Inv.
By Elliott Schreiner
SPORTS REPORTER

ON TO TOLEDO: Runners from BG and other schools compete in the Mel Brodt Invitational, held
last week in Bowling Green. The cross country team will compete in the Toledo Invitational, starting
Saturday.

BG beats Valparaiso in five sets
ByDanGedney
ASSISTANT SPORTS 10II0R

8«n Swjnftr BG News

BIG WIN: The volleyball team makes a play on the ball during a
series last weekend. The Falcons defeated Valparaiso last night.

Will number 376 did not come
quite .is easy as win number 375
for head coach Denise Van Dc
Walle, but the Falcons fought of a
furious rally by Valparaiso lo win
in five sets last night in Anderson
Arena.
After the Falcons won die firsl
two sets by scores of 30-23 and
30-27 respectively, die Crusaders
look the next two sets to force a
deciding fifth set.
"I just kept telling die team that
we have lo go out and beat Valpo
because they are not going to lay
down, and diey didn't," Van De
Walle said.
The Falcons got off to a quick
start, led by setter Sara Sikorski
who converted on all but one of
her attacks with no errors in the
first two sets. They led the
Crusaders in hitting percentage
in both sets, .256-. 175 and .293.193 en route to opening up a 2-0
advantage.
The Crusaders came out of the
lockerroom after halftime and

stole the momentum away from
the Falcons, winning the third
and fourth sets by scores of 30-21
and 30-28 to bring the match lo
the deciding fifth set.
"I definitely thought we were
going lo win in three die way we
won the first two games, and that
was a surprise that we had to go
lo five, but I'm really glad we
pulled ii out," Sikorski said.
Sikorski fell that the learn got a
little bit complacent after taking
the 2-0 lead.
"We've had thai problem for
awhile now, we're still trying lo gel
over it," she said. "We were up for
awhile and then we just lost it, so
we're getting closer and closer to
finishing out in diree sets instead
of five."
Momentum continued for the
Crusaders in the fifth set as they
raced out to a 5-1 advantage,
forcing BG to call timeout. The
Falcons came out of the timeout
rejuvenated and closed the gap lo
one point al 8-7 when die teams
VOLLEYBAll. PAGE 8
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This
weekend's
Toledo
Invitational will look like a miniature Mid-American Conference
championship to the Bowling
Green cross country team.
Not only will Bowling Green
and Toledo partake in this weekend's event, but they will be
joined by fellow MAC teams Ohio
University, Kent State, Akron and
Eastern Michigan as well as the
Big Ten's Michigan.
"The competition should be
pretty good," coach Cami Wells
said. "It is always important to
compete well against other MAC
schools."
And while the competition
may be of more quality, the
quantity is certainly down from
the Mel Brodt meet, last week's
meet saw more than 100 runners

compete in both the men's and
women's races, while this weekend's event will see only about 60
entrants per race.
The change in venue and race
size has not changed the focus of
the women's team, whom Wells
assures is al the top of Iheir game.
"The women arc working well
together and continue to push
each other in practice," she said.
T am very pleased with the direction the team is going al ibis
time."
The story is the opposite with
the men's learn, which is currently going through some rough
stages in its season. Much of die
reason for this strain they have
been feeling is the loss of team
leader Mario Rothmund.
CROSS COUNTRY, PAGE 8

Pittsburgh fears
upset vs. Rockets
By Alan Robinson
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PITTSBURGH — The theme
for No. 9 Pittsburgh going into
Saturday's game at an overflowing Glass Bowl in Toledo:
Beware the upset.
The Panthers relied on one
standout quarter in each game
while easily- beating Kent State
143-3) and Ball State (42-211, but
they know the atmosphere —
and the opponent — will be
much different Saturday night.
Toledo's stadium has a listed
capacity of 26,428, but temporary seating could boost the
crowd by 10,000 more. The
school had sold 22,000 tickets
by early this week, and that didn't include any students.
The Rockets (2-1), coming off
a road victory against Marshall,
figure to be much more challenging than cither Kent State
or Ball Stale. They arc 18-1 al
home since 2000 and beat

Minnesota 38-7 at the Glass
Bowl two years ago.
Pitl will be the highestranked team to play at Toledo,
and ihe Rockets would love lo
become only the third MAC
team lo beat a Top 10 team.
" Who knows what Toledo has
planned for us?" fullback
Lousaka Mite said. "You can
say they have nothing to lose
because they're not ranked, but
they have good players and
they have a lot to play for. It's
going to be lough."
It's also going to be loud, as
coach Wall Harris has warned
his players.
"We know that they like having this game at 7 o'clock and
we knows it's going lo be a
tremendous challenge," he
said. "Ue just have to take care
of the University of Pittsburgh
TOLEDO,PAGE 8
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Clarett good bet against NFL
;

Men's
team
looks to
improve

By Andy Resnik

• SS0CJMED PRESS WRITER

CROSS COUNTRY. FROM PAGE?

Hi ill iniiii HI and his teammates
have been waiting for a response
on his medical hardship status
since the beginning of the season.
"We arc hopeful that la decision] will come this week," Wells
said. "It has obviously been very
hard on him to have this decision
lingering so far into the season."
The effect that he could have
on the men's season was best
shown during the Mel Brodt
Invite, a race the men finished
last in. Rothmund competed as
an unattached runner and finished seventh out of the more
than 100 runners competing.
"Mario is a strong front runner," Wells said. "It would be a
great help for us to have him
back."
But Well- said that the team is
ready to move on and develop,
even without Rothmund as their
leader.
"The men's team is young and
they are working on team unity
and accountability at this point,"
she said. "They knew they had a
tough task ahead of them when
they came in this year and they
are growing together at this
point."
Both the men and the women
will get a chance to prove their
status in the MAC this weekend
in Toledo.

Every citizen in
Kentucky is
required by
law to take
a bath once
a year.

COLUMBUS —Maurice
Clarett could be in the NFL even
before the end of his one-year
suspension at Ohio State.
The star running back has
asked the NFL to change its
rules and make him eligible for
the 2004 draft, a year before he
becomes
eligible.
But
Commissioner Paul Tagliabue
says the NHL won't change its
rules.
Clarett's next move might be
to go to the courts to challenge
the NFL rule, and some attorneys and sports experts say he
has a good chance to win.
Because a trial might not be
resolved until after Clarett
becomes eligible in 2005, his
lawyers could ask for a preliminary court order against the rule.
"Courts do issue preliminary
injunctions, and particularly in
sports cases," said Alan C.
Michaels, former lawyer for
major league baseball's players'
association. "Courts often seem
to get wrapped up in the excitement, mythology and action of
sports and their decisions are
sometimes less predictable."
No player has ever taken on

the 13-year-old NFL rule that
prevents players from being eligible for the draft until after their
third year out of high school.
The NFL adopted the rule
because coaches and executives
believe younger players aren't
physically ready for the league,
although Clarett, who turns 20
next month, could be an exception. He is 6 feet, 230 pounds.
"I would have loved to play
against a guy who was 18
because I probably would have
whipped him," said Gene
Upshaw, president of the NFL
Players' Association and a Hall
of Fame guard.
Alan C. Milstein, Clarett's
attorney, hasn't said whether the
player would sue, only that he
was considering all options.
Clarett's lawyers would have
to convince a federal judge that
it is likely they would win the
case and that sitting out a season affects their client's future
earnings.
That tactic worked for
Spencer Haywood, who was
allowed to play in the NBA with
Seattle before his case wound
through the courts.
Haywood, whose 1970 case
set the precedent for allowing

underage players into the NBA
won in the courtroom, lost on
appeal and eventually received a
ruling in his favor from the U.S.
Supreme Court
Clarett. suspended for at least
a year last week for violating
NCAA bylaws concerning benefits for athletes and for lying to
investigators, set Ohio State
freshman records with 1,237
yards rushing and 18 touchdowns last season as the
Buckeyes won the national
championship for the first time
in 34 years.
Neil Cornrich, a Cleveland
attorney and sports agent, said
Clarett has a "slam-dunk victory" if the NFL can't be persuaded
to change the draft rule and he
goes to court.
Comrich called the rule a violation of antitrust laws and said
it was not specifically included
in the NFLs collective bargaining agreement with the players'
union.
"The rule was unilaterally
imposed by the National
Football League," said Comrich,
whose clients include New
England Patriots coach Bill
Belichick.
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NFL IN 2004?: Experts like the chances of Maurice Clarett. should
he decide to challenge the NFL's rule on eligible college players for
the NFL draft.

Toledo excited for game OSU next for BG
TOLEDO, FROM PAGE 7

and do the things we know we
can do."
What the Panthers do best is
get 6-foot-3 wide receiver Larry
Fitzgerald stretched out behind
a defense. Kent State and Ball
State simply weren't equipped to
handle a receiver with
Fitzgerald's size, speed and leaping ability, and he already has
five touchdown catches. The
sophomore has 17 scoring
catches in 15 games at Pitt.
With Fitzgerald as his top tar-

get. Rod Rutherford has thrown
for seven touchdowns in only
five quarters. Brandon Miree has
complemented the throwing by
averaging 101 yards per game

rushing,

That's why Harris wants his
players to ignore the fans, the
atmosphere and the noise and
exploit the matchup problems
they give the Rockets.
"We figure it's going to be
loud, but we've played in a lot of
loud places before," Harris said.
"We can't try to make too big a
deal out of that. That's just part

of the game."
Toledo lost to UNIV, which
went on to upset Wisconsin,
before beating Liberty and
Marshall. The Rockets' quarterback, Bruce Gradkowski, is from
Pittsburgh and is one of eight
Western Pennsylvania players
on their roster.
"The fact that we're playing at
their place makes this a bigger
challenge for our team," Harris
said. "But, like 1 said, we like to
play on the road. We feel like we
have a tight football team and
we welcome these challenges."

It's Do or Dye

things... we just end up pulling
it out," middle/left side hitter
Melissa Mohr said. "Usually we
just come together at the right
time, people get big kills or big
blocks or a good serve and we
just kind of build off of it."
The Falcons will now travel lo
Columbus for a Saturday
evening match with Ohio State.
The game is scheduled for 7
p.m.

VOUEYBALL, FROM PAGE 7

changed sides. The Falcons
continued their surge after the
switch and opened up a 10-8
lead. After the Crusaders tied
the game 10, the Falcons scored
three straight points to open up
a 13-10 lead and never looked
back. They look the final set 1512 to improve their record to 83. They also improved to 4-0 in
games decided in five sets.
"We've been very fortunate,
that's been one of our good
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Bulger could be a good pick to start
By Rob Vaughan and Ion Goebel
SUCSt REPORTERS

Without a doubt, the first two
weeks of the 2003 NFL campaign
have been full of surprises. The
Cleveland Browns' run defense
couldn't even stop the Liberty
Flames right now. The defending
champion Tampa Bay Bucs have
already lost at home. The Bengals
took the Raiders down to the
wire. The Detroit Lions actually
won before Week 8 of the season.
And finally, some guy named
Anquan Boldin had 217 receiving
yards the first week of the season,
while playing for the league's
most pathetic team.
Ah, the beauty of the National
Football League. Unlike Major
league Baseball where only six
teams have a shot at the Wbrid
Series year in and year out, the
Super Bowl is up for grabs and
there are incredible upsets each
and every week of the football
season.
And of course, along with the
pure bliss of the NFL season
comes Fantasy Football, the
pigskin fan's excuse for hours of
Internet research, a reason to go
to Buffalo Wild Wings and watch
nine football games at the same
time, and constant trash-talking
with friends throughout the long,
enduring season.
As a loyal BG News reader and
football fanatic, we owe it to you
to produce the inside scoop on
the football season, bold player
predictions, and to cite exactly
who may be the most overrated
bum.
We'll be here every week to
recap previous action and give
insider advice for the upcoming
weekend of action.
It's easy to insert Peyton
Manning, Ricky William, Clinton
Portis and the Bucs Defense into
the starting line-up every week,
but some other strategic maneuvers aren't so simple. Without further ado, here we go with Week
three'ss match-ups.
Quarterbacks — Put 'em as a
starter
Kurt Warners regime is dying
fast in St. Louis and Marc Bulger
is going to get hot really quick.

Bulger is 7-1 as a Rams starter in
his last eight games replacing the
injury-plagued Warner. With
weapons like Holt, Bruce, and
superstar Marshall Faulk. Bulger
is destined to put up solid stats.
Despite a match-up against a
good Seattle team, Bulger should
have a nice day.
Randy Moss loves to have big
games against bad teams and
Daunte Culpepper is a money
pick against Detroit's secondary.
On top of a great start with the
Minnesota passing game, the
athletic Culpepper is always a
threat to run and rack up points
on the ground as well.
As a sleeper pick, you may
ponder putting Tom Brady back
into your starting line-up. After
an atrocious opening week of the
season when he threw four interceptions, Brady rebounded
awfully well against a tough
Eagles defense in Week two.
Count on him to put up great
numbers against a mediocre lets
defense at home in New England.
Quarterbacks — Bench this
guy please:
Despite being a huge Browns
fan (Rob), one has to admit that
the Holcomb hype is fading as
fast as Ohio State's confidence. If
Holcomb has a bad first half,
Couch may retake the reigns in
Cleveland and never let go again.
Starting Holcomb against the
49ers defense in San Francisco is
a death wish.
Mark Brunell may be on the
outs as well in lacksonville with a
hyped-up Byron Leftwich ready
to take over. Brunell faces an
impressive Colts' defense in Indy.
Sit Brunell and thank us later.
Running Backs — Put 'em as a
starter
lamal Lewis.. .check last week's
stat sheets and you'll see no
explanation is necessary.
Moe Williams of the Vikings
has shone this season just like the
rest of the Vikings'offense. Count
on lots of production both on the
ground and in the air as the Lions
try to stop the Minnesota attack.
The Vikes also like to use Williams
near the end zone. He's in for a
big week.

Garrison Hearst We saw what
lamal Lewis did against the
Browns and cried our eyes out.
While the Browns defense is containing Terrell Owens this week,
look for Hearst to produce a big
game.
Running Backs—Bench this
guy please
T.J. DucketL His two-touchdown performance last week was
really nice for fantasy owners, but
going up against Tampa Bay's
stingy defense should lead to a
nothing week for Duckctt statistically. Sit him please.
Curtis Martin. He has really
performed sub-par against
mediocre defenses the first two
weeks of the season. Don't count
on much againstthe Patriots in
New England.
Amos Zereoue's number of carries are shrinking week to week
due to mediocre production and
a health-improving Jerome
Bettis. Tough call against the
Bengal's surprisingly decent
defense.
Wide Receivers — Put em as a
starter
Ike Hiliiard and Amani Toomer.
Despite splitting time going up
against Champ Bailey of the
Redskins, these two guys have
been clutch targets for Kerry
Collins early in the season. Both
put up good numbers on
Monday Night Football and
should continue to gel in the
upcoming weeks. Keyshawn
Johnson and Keenan McCardell
should be big targets for Brad
Johnson in Tampa Bay with the
disastrous injury to Joe Jurevicius.
As if we need to mention it,
Plaxico Bun-ess and Hines Ward
are ripping it up against every
defense they face...good luck
Bengals' secondary.
Wide Receivers — Bench this
guy please
Kevin Johnson is no longer a
major apparent target no matter
which Browns' quarterback is in
the game. The emergence of
Northcutt, Carter, and company
make K.J. a tough stan.
David Boston has been injured
and underachieving let him ride
some pine this week.

lorn GarwiMl AP Ptiolo

NEXT UP: Marc Bulger, left, looks to be the starter for the St. Louis Rams while Kurt Warner, right,
looks headed to the bench. This is good news for those who have Bulger on their roster.
It's the same sad story for
Peerless Price. This guy came to
Atlanta on fire and is learning that
life without Drew Bledsoe is
painful. He'll be a nice fantasy
player when Michael Vick comes
back from injury, but until then,
forget it, especially against that
gritty Tampa defense.
Tight Ends:
Josh Newman of San Diego has
been a nice eariy season target
and look for him to keep catching
passes and finding the end zone.
The same can be said for the
Dolphins' Randy McMichael who
is a favorite target of Jay Fiedler
right now.
Tony Gonzalez is in such a
high-powered offense that he is
tough to bench despite his
injuries. Until he is considered
"out" due to his bumps and
bruises, he's got to stay in the
starting line-up. The same cannot be said for Marcus Pollard.

Despite a nice Indy passing
game, Peyton Manning has overlooked Pollard in the first two
weeks of action.
Marcus may need to start shining some pine on da' bench.
Defenses — these guys are
great
Tampa Bay is relentless right
now and should start against
every offense all season long.
This team might not give up ten
touchdowns all season. Kansas
City's defense has been a nice
surprise this season and should
warrant starting status against a
meager Houston offense.
Defenses — these guys are
great... sometimes:
Get on the Buffalo bandwagon
and pick up that tough Bills'
defense if you haven't yet. but
don't start them this weekend
against Miami. This is a big game
for the Dolphins this weekend
and look for Ricky Williams to

have a nice day. The Browns had
a questionable defense starting
off the season. Don't look for it to
come out of its shell with a big
game in San Fran this weekend!
Kickers: Jason Elam is still the
most accurate kicker in the
league. He always seems to find
to get long field goal attempts and
convert; this trend should hold
true Monday night against the
Raiders. Hey. look what happened last Monday when Dallas
made an NFL record-tying seven
field goals!
lay Feely is an awesome kicker,
but not against that relentless
Tampa Bay defense. He mayhave to keep the bench warm
with Peeriess Price this weekend.
Hopefully Mike Vick will give
them some inspiration and wake
them up
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What did the
bug say when it
hit the
windshield?

Travel

Help Wanted

Spring Break 04 with StudentCltv

AVON Sales Reps needed.
S10 start-up fee.
Call tor details: (419) 837-9347

brought to you by

hooked up with Free Tnps, Cash
and VIP Status as a Campus Rep'
Choose from 15 of the hottest destinations. Book early for FREE
MEALS. FREE DRINKS and 150%
Lowest Price Guarantee! To reserve
online or view our Photo Gallery,
888-SPRINGBREAKI

If 1 had the

<5UT§.
I'd do it again!

Spring Break 2004 w/ STS. America's »1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps. Group discounts!
800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
Spring Break-sign up with Student
Express and get FREE round trip
airline tlcketa to over 15 Internaba. Dominican Republic. Costa Rica. Caribbean hot spots and more.
offer - call now. Commission rep positions also available. 1 -800-7873767. www.studentexpress.com
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK
Ski & Beach Trips on sale now!
www Sunchase.com
or call 1-800-SUNCHASE today'

Services Offered

Classified Ads

372-6977

'(he IK. Sews »ill not knowingly accept
jdvcrtitemcnii ilut dlKftnlnM, Of
encourage discnminjlion agjin\l any
individual or group on ihe basis of race,
*e*. color, creed, religion, national origin, sexual oriental ion. disability, status
a* a veteran, or on Ihe basis ot any other
Irgall) protected status
The BG News reserves ihe right to
decline, discontinue or revise any advertisement such as those found to be
defamatory, lacking in factual basis, misleading or lalsc in nature. All advertisements are subject to editing and
approval

Basic WICCA class
Starts Oct. 4.
www geocities com/spottedredhead.
GUITAR & BASS LESSONS
in your home, beginner to advanced
$10/ 1/2 hr 419-354-3297
Need a fresh start reguardless of
credit status? Consolidate your
debts Call Credit Union One
loll free 866-475-8024.
Pregnant? Know all the facts.
Confidential, free testing & support.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals
Cavalier male 40 seeks female compassionship 2andy@toast.net 419335-6665 419-335-3555 Surprise

City Events
Values in Contemporary Film Series
Watcn and discuss THE MATRIX
Thursday Sept 18 at 7 PM at the
OCF Community Center, 313 Thurstin Ave

INTRAMURAL OFFICALS NEEDED
FOR FLAG FOOTBALL. COMPLETE AND RETURN TAKE HOME
TEST AND APPLICATION BY
SEPT 22 FORMS AVAILABLE
FROM 130 PFH OR CHECK WEB
SITE. MANDATORY CLINICS ON
SEPT 23. 24. AND 25.

LostFound

Kick ass all girl band
seeks guitarist!!
Please call 419-494-9612

Ring found in the women's bathroom in the B.A. Tuesday afternoon.
(419) 733-4536 Must describe.

Students- |Om MEMPSA or SAIN!
Facilitate programs about sexual
assault Call Emity (2-0470) at the
Wellness Connection
Applications due 9/24.

Personals

CANCUN, ACAPULCO,
NASSAU. JAMAICA!
7 Nights from $459 ♦ lax!
Includes Breakfasts. Dinners,
20-50 Hours Free Drinks!
Guaranteed Lowest Prices & Best
Party Schedule The Only Spring
Break Company Recognized For
Oulslanding Elhics' Visit The BEST
Spring Break Site On The Web View 100s Of Hotel Videos
And Reviews at
vww.ScfingBfeaKTravelxom
1-800-678-6386
Costa Rica Tropical Biology
Eco-tour/ course. Winter Break Dec.
28-Jan 12. Earn 4 Biology sem hrs.
ContactDr Demars (440) 953-7147
email bdemars@lakelandcc edu
Reality" Spring Break 2004
As seen m
"Th« Real Cancun" Movie!
Lowesl Prices. Free Meals 4
Parties Book before Oct. 15th!
2 Free Tnps For Groups'
1-800-426-7710
www.iunaplashtoura.com

SELL SPRING BREAK TRIPS
All The Fun & All The Protection
American Express Worldwide
Guaranteed Best Buy
1 Free Trip For Every 10 Paid
Or CASH Starting With First Booking
Make Your Spring Break Exxtreme
EXXTREME VACATIONS, ETC
1-800-336-2260

Learn a skill for life. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com
The Biggest "Back To School Poster
Sale". The biggest and best selection Choose from over 2000 different images FINE ART, MUSIC,
MODELS, MOVIE POSTERS, HUMOR, ANIMALS, BLACK LIGHT,
SCIENCE FICTION, PERSONALITIES, Landscapes, Kids, Photography, Motivational Most Images
ONLY S6. S7. S S8 each! See us al
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Second Floor - Multi-Purpose Room
on Mon. Sept 15th thru Fri. Sep
19th, 2003 The hours are 9 A.M. - 6
P.M. The Sale is sponsored by UAO
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9
10
11
12
13
21
22
26
28
30
31

Bartender trainees needed.
$250 a day potential. Local
positions 1-800-293-3985 ext. 541
Child care staft. Pt.time hrs. before
& after school Prefer Education
and/other experience working w/
school age children. S7-8 hr. Apply
at The Catholic Club 1601 Jefferson
Ave. Toledo OH Deadline 9/19/03.
Collections Administrative Assistant
Contact Jeff Roberts, Collection Mgr
419-833-3401 for more information.

34
36
38
39
40
41
42

Movie Extras/ Models needed.
No exp. required.
Earn up to $500-1000/ day
1-888-820-0167 ext. U112.

ACROSS
Sales Clerk
Needed to assist mgmt in the
operations of adult retail outlet & lingerie boutique Must be 18 or older
All shirts full & part-time Call (419)
288-2131 b/t 10-5pm only for info.
Telephone interview, pt-time, some
days, mostly eves. & wkends.Relaxed atmos , flex, sen in Perrysburg.
Up to $7.50 hr. 419-874-5842.
TIRED OF MINIMUM WAGE???
• Make your own schedule
5-40 hours per week
• SlLSS-Base-appt
• Cust Service/Sales
• Great for All Students S Others
• All ages 18» Cond. Apply
• Scholarships/Internships avail.
• Call Now'419-861-6133
worKlorsiuderns.corwnp
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29
32
33
35
37
38
44
45

Watch pockets
Old town of Algiers
de mer
"__ from Muskogee"
Sealed vial
Make a choice
Cool-headed
Merciful captor
Gangster's pistol
Sawmill factions?
Golf-ball position
Opposite of neath
Body suits
Fragrant compound
Grab a bite
Santiago's country
Sloppy digs
Hoops tourney
Jersey eager
Victory on the court?
Howdy-dos
Zilch

46
47
50
52
56
58
60
61
65
66
67
66
69
70
71
72
73

Seamen's quarters
Giraffes' kin
Soldier's lodging
18-wheeler
Social peer group
Current unit
Go a few rounds
Hamlet
On one's toes
Brave
Strong sedative
Followers of Jesus
ad Ford model
Santa's pole
Word of disgust
Tennis units
Tee preceder
__ -Saxon
Frank McCourt
bestseller
and yang
Rust bucket
Cold-shoulder
Little putt-putt
Made a point
Puppy bite
One on the way up

Ghostly comment
Take back one's words
Cutesy ending
Emotional tones
Sibling's daughters
_ v. Wade
Demure
Start digging?
Strike
Net fisherman
Bator, Mongolia
Just make do
Get goose bumps
Fill to the brim
Lipstick shade
Traffic tie-ups
Lowish card

' .(
I i
'. V
] N
' u

Wachovia Securities
Now Hiring
Part-time StockBroker's Assistant
Applicant should be interested in a
career in the financial industry
Good opportunity to experience how
a successful financial advisory firm
is run & experience in what it takes
tooecome successful in financial
advisory industry.
Skills needed: Good communication
skills, self-motivated, time management
Duties include: Marketing, contacting clients & prospects via telephone
& mail Ideal for freshmen & sophmores (looking for 1-2 yrs. relationship!
Hours: Afternoons/evenings
(15-20 hrs. wk i Wages flexible
Phone 419-861-9838

Help Wanted
Part-time gymnastic instruct, preschool & elementary, part-time, flexible, ideal for student. Willing to pay
top dollar with level 9 or 10 experience. Call 419-991-0600 ask for Richard or email gymstarsusa @
gymstarsusa.com
S500! Cars/trucks from S500. Police
impounds. Hondas, Chevys etc. For
listing 800-719-3001 ext 4558
1992 Saturn 5 speed manual. Great
shape! 144,000 mi. w/new engine
head! $2500 OBO 419-352-0481.
4 bedrooms, 2 baths
Fore closure only $3000. For listings call 800-719-3001 ext. H 584.
4-5 bdrm., great location, large, lot.
gas A air. pets possible new decor.
Avail Oct. 1st 353-2382 after 7pm.

43
48
49
51
53
54
55
57
59
62
63
64
65

Bill and _
Poker bullet
Leavening agents
"Homage to
Catalonia" author
Of the eye
Offer free
Australia's largest city
Flock of geese
Grimm nasties
1492 ship
MIT grad
Depose
"Tell Laura I Love "
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Travel
*1 Spring Break Vacations' Holiest
Destinations-Best Prices Book
Nowi Campus Reps Wanted 1-800234-7007 endlesssummer1ours.com

The Daily Crossword Fix
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THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
( \\ I I III WORLD LIADIR IN TI S3 PRI I' .^■■■■■■w

M.'h* •',];;♦ <:,:»Vjit> t« P* m^J■» <::►*»:♦ {j
1-800 KAP TEST

•

www.KAPLAN.COM

For Sale

For Rent

•99 Volkswagon Jetta Woltsburg
Edition. 5-speed. Power everything,
AC, 6 CD changer, sunroof
95.000 miles Hunter Green
Asking 57,000.
Call Kris @ 419-378-2003

2 bdrm„ 1 bath, util. w/d 1st floor
duplex, garage avail. 8th SI.
$575/mo. Call 352-8872

Couch, loveseal, entertainment
center, and reading desk for sale
419-494-3060
NEW PALM ZIRE $80
NEW IN BOX. BLUE. $20 OFF
RETAIL FOR INFO EMAIL
KEN@MEANCODE COM
" Now leasing fully turn, efficiencies
Efficiencies avail now & second sem
$465 for 1 person, monthly leases,
includes all ulil., cable, phone. Call
Buckeye Inn & Studios 352-1520.
1740 E. Wooster
'•"1 bdrm apt.. S450'mo mclud. util
2 blks. Irom campus, quiet res.area
+ 2nd sem., 2 bdrm. apts. avail..
$450/ mo Call 353-0325 9am-9pm
1 BR apt. for rent. New carpel.
spacious, multi-closets, shuttle. 215
E Poe. $330/ mo 419-353-5800
1 brdm apartment
Free heal, water & sewer.
Call 354-9740

iVp

Furnished 1,2 or 3
bedroom apartment
(419) 352-5239
MOVE IN TOMORROW
Studio & 1 bdrm. apts. Rents from
$320/ mo. Call Charing Cross Apts.
for your tour (419) 352-0590
Professor will share furn house w/
other prof or grad student 5 bdrm..,
2 wb fireplaces, wooded lot. faces
golf course. $225 mo. includ all util.
Call 352-5523 Avail starting Oct. 1
and Jan 1st.

<4

Bats
always
turn
left "K^r
w
when
exiting
a
cave.

V

Trinity United
Methodist Church

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Furnished or Unfurnished
available immediately.
Tenants pay gas and electric
Starting at $390.00 per month.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE.
INC.. RENTAL OFFICE
(419) 354-2260
Located at 319 E. Wooster St
across from Taco Bell.

Worship Times
9:I5-Tradilional
Sen'ice
10:30 Sunday School
II :30*Conleniporary
Senice
200 North Summit Street

Bawling Gnxn. Ohio 4*402-2527
HWne4l9-MMnjl
F»4I9.35.V5WI
E-mul tnn)ty@wcnei org

/'raising and Proclaiming Christ
at the Heart of Bowling Green

lkcs« and oicdls's
Kshbooa

419-353-5751

1225 N. Main St.
www.ThayerBG.com

141 H. WOOSTRB ST
4llt»-:l63-320»

Wanted
Subleasers needed immed. 2 Ig.
bdrm house. Pets allowed. 222
S. College 1st. floor 419-494-3793

Help Wanted

LOCH, BOCK mum

WOODViLLE

Management Inc.
A FEW APARTMENTS
LEFT
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.

uuu.uooLviuanHO.con

ATTN: Bowling Green. Postal positions Clerks/carners/Sorters. No exp
required Benefits. For exam, salary
and testing information call (630)
393-3032 ext 247 8am-8pm 7 days

The Center for Interventions,

18,8003

FROM ONLY
$465!

K

K\ K\ k\ k\ k\ K\ K.\ K'V

Afraid you missed
out on going Greek?! J
^ladies of
iicml ii m mi Mm
•altataaiM

Delta I
mvilfe you to come see
*hat we're 8fl about!
fetDp/fcy.MnWt us
/this ,we)lW. WeYook
I fohwafcd to meeting you.
qon'f Iprjet to bring
your suvH, because
we/e reedy,
have sorrra
| Tuesday U ...

77»av<?rTOYOTA
Megan Marten,
BGSU Vehicle Sales Representative
(4191 373-1889,
Cell (419) 575-0060

Presents:

352-4259
naturallightcan $9.99

• Ground floor ranch
style apartment with
private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
■ Laundry facilities
• Small pets welcome
• Convenient on-site
parking

Coors light mm $9.99
Bud ligntc.,*

N

$15.99

CF

of lee
get one

■(Salsa wtmlSenlnti .
| Wednesday *-10 ( '
-(Junk food with Juntas)

FREE HEAT

| Thursday 8-1 &
•(Sundaes with Sophomores) I
I local*) acoss from Mac residence nan I

BG

s m Parly Siore

t

419-353-7715

Treatment, antl AMktions
Research
in the Wright State
University
school of Metkim

is marching tor ■ oormultant to
serve as a local Regional
Epidemiologist on the Ohio
Substance Abuse Monitoring
■Network (OSAM> OSAM is a
statewide substance abuse
surveillance system funded by the
OIK) Department of Alcohol and
Drug Addiction Services. Regional
Epidemiologists conduct focus
groups with active and recovering
drug users, treatment providers
and others as well as coiled
statistical data to compile
epidemioiogk: reports on local drug
abuse trends every six months
Findings are presented at
statewide meetings Consultants
can be compensated for their time
up to 20 days per year Additional
support is available to conduct
focus groups

716 E. Wooster, I bdrm #2,
410/mo + Elec, Aross from
Campus
OPEN NOW

AfEECA
Hillsdale Apt.. l082Fairview
2 Bdrm Apts./ one 3 Bdmr Twnh.
Dishwasher - Garbage Disposal.
I 1/2 Balhs-Washer/Dryer Hookup, BGSU Bus slop.
FEW OPEN NOW

AfEfcCA
Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt. 215 E. Poe
One I Bdrm open
2 Bdrm «65 & #116PV
Laundry on sile. BGSU bus slop
OPEN NOW

Requirements:

Master's degree in behavioral
sciences, familiarity and experience
with substance abuse and local
issues, experience conducting
focus groups and analyzing
qualitative data Ph.D. in
behavioral sciences prefened
For more information,
contact Deric Kenne. M.S. at
937-775-2066.

Stop by our Office at
1045 N. Main St.
or check website
www.meccabg.com
for complete listings
for next year

